6 Keys to Overcoming your Health and Nutrition
Roadblocks for a Happier, Healthier You!

Are you ready to take a charge of your health and
create a complete makeover of yourself?
It is completely reasonable to get confused and overwhelmed when it comes to
balanced nutrition and making right
food choices. You are not alone.
It’s now time to let go of all your
worries and fears.
Your struggle has come to an end.
You have already taken the first step
towards creating a healthier lifestyle
and reaching your health goals by
reading this report.
The entire journey of Overcoming

your Health Roadblocks for a Happier, Healthier You has 6 keys that make
it all work. As you turn each key, you will get closer and closer toward your
health goal and will transform into a confident and energized person.
Before we start, you are probably wondering….

Who is Prajakta Apte?
Prajakta Apte is a Registered Dietitian Nutritionist and
works with people who are conscious about their health,
and who struggle with understanding what balanced
nutrition is. People who want to have a complete
makeover, by learning how to transform their
understanding of health and nutrition, so they can be
confident making right food choices for their optimal
health and wellness and a happier healthier life (that affect
their health and nutrition).
She does this through a friendly, warm, understanding approach by customizing
your dietary habits and lifestyle for perpetual results.
Prajakta sees all her clients in her office located in Surprise, Arizona.

Let’s get started………
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KEY 1 - What is Your Life Like Now?
The Key to an enduring happiness…
Do you ever sit down to take a deeper look into you and your current
lifestyle?
It is crucial to take a closer look. In today’s world, everyone has a fast and
busy life. No one has an option to slow down. To cope with this fast speed,
most people do not have time to look inside their life. It is vital for you to
learn more about your own life and understand whether you’re truly
leading your healthiest life by recording your eating habits, mealtimes and
activities to find out what your typical day is like. This will help you better
understand what you do each day and what your life is like today.
You will realize that when you start paying closer attention, you will be
able to discover and understand your lifestyle in depth as to;








how many meals you eat and what time,
whether you skip your meals,
what foods you generally choose for meals and snacks,
how many servings of fruits and vegetables you eat,
how many ounces of non- caloric beverages you drink,
how often you go out to eat, and
what extent you are physically
active.

When you write these things down, you
will better understand your choices and
see where your current diet gives you
what you desire and where it is lacking.
Mapping your daily activities and eating
schedule on paper will be an eye opener
for you.
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It may help you prioritize your daily activities, leading to a thought process
of adjusting your daily schedule and engaging in activities that you might
be pushing away due to lack of time. This will encourage you to make time
for what you value. It will also help you make your ideal daily schedule a
reality, which is very essential for a Happier, Healthier You.
Cynthia’s Story
Cynthia was very sure that she knew everything about her diet and
lifestyle, when she started working with me. Cynthia was a successful
woman in her career. She had a busy lifestyle and a lot of stress at work.
Drinking soda was how Cynthia relaxed at work. She admitted to me that
she drinks soda only when she is stressed.
But when we started digging deep in to her eating habits and lifestyle and
I asked her to keep a food journal of what she eats and drinks every day,
she realized that a lot of things were not perfect. For instance, she was not
eating enough fruits and vegetables, she was skipping breakfast most days
as her mornings were crazy, she was not as active as she thought, and
most importantly she realized that she was consuming 5 cans of soda each
day, which was one of the reasons why Cynthia was not able to lose
weight.
Cynthia was able to recognize the reason for not losing weight only
because she went deep into her current lifestyle and food habits.
After only a month Cynthia started noticing a difference as she was feeling
lighter, more flexible, and her clothes were fitting her better and more
comfortable.
Your Action Step – SELF ANALYSIS OF YOUR EATING HABITS AND
LIFESTYLE
Identifying the things which are not right in your life is very important and
the best way to do so is sit back and have a closer in-depth look and do a
self-analysis of your eating habits and lifestyle. This is the first, and
Most Important Key.
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KEY 2 - What’s Bothering You the Most?
Overlooking small health issues can lead to a BIG problem
In today’s busy life, people do not have time to think about themselves
and their lives. There could be small problems or things that could possibly
be bothering you. Those things could be very elusive and hence could get
overlooked. But they can also slowly impact your health and wellness.
Picking up on these small things is very essential because over time small
things can lead to BIG problems! Identifying these small problems right
away will allow you to stop
feeling anxious over your health
and prompt you to take positive
actions to improve your
condition.
Recognizing and understanding
your own health-related
problems is the very first step to
helping yourself to achieve your
health goals. It will enable you
to prioritize which problem you
want to tackle first to work
towards your goal(s).
Cynthia’s Obstacles
Let’s return to Cynthia. When we started working together, after digging
deep in to her lifestyle and eating habits, Cynthia was also able to identify
that she gets frequent migraine headaches, and frequent Eczema and
dry/itchy skin.
This prompted her to get her checked for food allergies. The test results
showed that she is allergic to few foods in her diet, which was another
major reason, Cynthia was not successful in losing weight.
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Your Action Step – CREATE A LIST OF YOUR HEALTH PROBLEMS
AND PRIORITIZE THEM
By listing your health problems, you will be able to identify various health
related problems you are dealing with, only when you peek inside your life.
You will then be ready to take charge of your health. You will be able to
prioritize which health issues you want to handle first and you will realize
how important it is to resolve them.
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KEY 3 - Goal Setting: a Key to Your Success.
This one step, choosing a goal, changes everything
Have you ever felt as if you are always adrift in your health efforts? You
work hard, but you don’t seem to get anywhere worthwhile. The key
reason that you feel this way is - you haven’t spent enough time thinking
about what you want to achieve and you haven’t set any formal goals for
yourself.
Goal setting is a powerful process for thinking about your ideal health,
ideal life and ideal future. The process of setting goals helps you choose
what you want to achieve in your life. By knowing exactly what you want
to achieve, you will know where to concentrate your efforts. You will be
more efficient in your efforts.
Setting goals makes you accountable and also helps you achieve your
highest potential. Establishing goals
ensures you get the best out of life,
by channeling the inputs effectively
into your desired outputs to make
you successful in your life.
In order to make your goals more
persuasive, they need to be
SMART.
 S = Specific
 M = Measurable
 A = Attainable
 R = Relevant
 T = Time- bound

For example – Instead of having “I will start to exercise regularly” as a
goal, its more powerful to use the SMART goal, “I will exercise 3 days
every week, 45 minutes each time.”
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Obviously, this will only be attainable if a lot of preparation has been
completed before hand!
Jason’s Story
I still remember what Jason said when he was working with me. He said,
“I never realized how important it was to set SMART goals in order to
achieve something. When I set SMART goals for myself it felt like things
were moving faster. I was always motivated to turn my vision in to reality.
I was confident where to concentrate my efforts and what action to take to
achieve it. After setting SMART goals, I don’t feel aimless because I exactly
know what I want to achieve.”
Setting goals to achieve your ideal life is likely only when you have a clear
picture in mind about how your current life is and if you have identified
what things are bothering you.
This step in my formula will help you set your goals, and will help you take
the lead on the right path to achieve a life of your dreams.
Your Action Step – SET 3 SMART GOALS
Stop a moment and set at least three SMART goals and make sure that
they have met the broad guidelines. Prioritize your goals and start to work
on them.
Setting SMART goals will help you to be more efficient in your efforts and
will help you achieve your highest potential.
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KEY 4 -Take One Step at a Time, Rather than
Stepping on all Stones at Once.
Small Changes Produce Big Results
By setting smart, clearly defined goals, that you can measure, and by
taking pride in the achievement of those goals, you will see forward
progress in what might have previously seemed a long pointless drudge.
Setting goals and start working
on them is a systematic process.
First you create your Big Picture
(Big Goal) of what you want to
achieve with your life. Then you
break each Big Goal in to
smaller “Stepping Stone Goals”
that you must hit to reach your
Big Goal(s).
Creating smaller goals keep you
from feeling overwhelmed. They
also provide positive
reinforcement and a sense of
accomplishment along the way.
Jeff’s Goals
When Jeff first came to me, he had a clear picture in his mind about his
goal. His goal was to control his blood sugars by lowering HgbA1C. In spite
of making every possible effort, Jeff was not successful in achieving his
goal on his own. He was frustrated, irritated and depressed all the time.
This resulted in low confidence and self -esteem. Why?
Jeff’s efforts were not systematic. He was working on EVERYTHING at the
same time to achieve his goals.
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However, as we worked together, things started to change, and Jeff
started to notice some difference in his blood sugar, and his dry skin
problem and his neuropathy improved. He started to notice changes, an
improved mood and his overall attitude towards his life was now positive.
He started to feel better and more confident about himself.
What worked is that Jeff broke down his BIG Goal (of lowering HgbA1c) in
to smaller stepping stone goals and I encouraged him to take small steps
by focusing on only 1-2 things at a time before moving onto the next one.

Your Action Step – BREAKDOWN YOUR GOALS INTO
SMALLER STEPPING STONE GOALS
Take baby steps to build on your success. Break your big goals in to 2-3
small goals and work towards them each week. It will boost your selfconfidence as you will recognize your own ability and competence in
achieving the goals that you have set. It will motivate you to continue with
your efforts to achieve your BIG Goal(s).
Small changes will eventually lead you to the desired BIG one.
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KEY 5 - Acquiring New Habits in Life to Create
the New You.
We become What We Repeatedly Do
Your life today is essentially the sum of your habits.
How in shape or out of shape you are – is a result of your habit.
How happy or unhappy you are in your life – is a result of your habit.
What you repeatedly do
ultimately forms the person you
are, the things you believe and
the personality that you portray.
Research shows that how long it
takes to form a habit depends on
the individual, the habit being
formed and environmental
factors.
Motivation is interwoven with
goals you make and the habits
you plan to form in order to
achieve them.
Acquiring new habits will lead you where you want to be.
Every habit you have, follows a 3-step pattern;

1.
2.
3.

Reminder (the trigger that initiates the behavior)
Routine (the behavior itself; the action you take)
Reward (the benefit you gain from doing the behavior)

For example – You want to get into a new habit of starting to exercise
regularly.
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You set a reminder to yourself that you will exercise every morning after
your kids leave for school. You get into this routine slowly, maybe starting
only 3 days a week and then slowly increasing your frequency to a routine
of exercising every day. You can do this by going for a walk, walking your
dog, joining a fitness center
or a yoga class.
You continue with this new
habit, which leads to the
reward that you lose weight,
you notice a difference that
your jeans are now more
comfortable at the waist line,
you experience more energy
throughout the day and you
are in a good mood over all.
You are HAPPY….
If you want to acquire a new habit and begin Living Healthier and Happier,
start small. In other words, make it so simple and easy that you can’t say
no.
Cynthia’s New Life Habits
Let’s revisit my client, Cynthia who came in to lose weight. One of the
major things that was missing in her life was lack of physical activity. With
constant motivation and encouragement, Cynthia slowly started a new
habit of exercising. She made new friends at her fitness center and they
formed their own walking club.
As Cynthia was getting more and more involved with exercise, she tried
yoga sessions and soon started to love it. Yoga not just improved her
flexibility, but she realized that the true secret to relieve stress and relax
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was NOT drinking soda, but the yoga sessions. As Cynthia exercised more
and more regularly, this new habit became a part of Cynthia’s life and
today she cannot even imagine her day without exercising.
Your Action Step – IMPLEMENT THOSE NEW HABITS
Try to set a reminder to yourself which will help you prompt and
implement a new habit that you want to acquire in your life. Acquiring new
habits is a process; be patient and trust yourself; the more you do it with
determination, the more it will become simple and will become a part of
your life.
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KEY 6 - Persistence in Habits = Increases SelfConfidence and Gets you to the Next Level.
Optimism is the Faith that leads to achievement. Nothing can
be done without self-confidence.
Confidence is a feeling. It is nothing more than a feeling of absolute
certainty. Self-esteem and
confidence are created by our
habits and are not inborn.
Each new habit that you
acquire and repeat again and
again lights up the reward
center of the brain. In order to
become more confident, you
must create specific habits that
light up that reward center of
the brain. When you do, your
brain will reward you with more
self-esteem and confidence.
Let me say that again: Each time you learn something new or acquire a
new habit, your brain rewards you and this builds up your self-esteem and
confidence. When you persist with your new habits and do not quit, your
brain rewards you and this builds up your self-esteem and confidence.
When you accomplish the things on your to-do list which are directly
related to your goals and dreams, you get closer and closer to achieving
your goals. Achieving your goals is about producing a desired outcome.
Every time you realize a goal and produce an outcome you desire, your
brain rewards you that boosts your self-esteem and confidence. The more
self-confidence you have, the more you value yourself and your
capabilities, which means the more valuable you feel.
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Andrew’s Story
When Andrew came to me, he had already failed with various attempts of
losing weight multiple times. He had tried all possible diets, supplements
and pills that were available in the market.
Andrew was completely devastated because of his new diagnosis of
diabetes. He was feeling miserable and sad. When he walked in my office,
he said, “Nothing works for me. I am sure, now that I have diabetes, I am
going to end up having my leg amputated soon.”
Andrew had no confidence in himself. His thoughts were negative and he
was completely depressed. I assured Andrew that this was a passing phase
and that I would be holding his hand through his journey of complete
transformation.
With relentless encouragement, motivation and support, Andrew slowly
started acquiring new healthy habits in his diet and lifestyle. Each time he
accomplished a new habit to achieve his health goal, his brain rewarded
him by boosting his self-confidence and self- esteem. People around him
started noticing new changes in Andrew and gave him positive feedback,
which further helped him increase his self-confidence. This resulted in
weight loss and discontinuation of his diabetes medication.
Andrew was very successful in turning a negative cycle into a cycle with a
lot of positive energy and became a very confident person.
Boosting self-confidence makes you stronger and more powerful. The more
confident you are that you can achieve your goals, the more motivated and
energized you are to take action, and continue with new change(s) to your
lifestyle and eating habits.
This will help you gain the positivity needed in your life to get you to the
next level, and will gradually improve your life.
The key to being a confident, self-assured, happy person is within you and
you will be able to uncover your true potential and be your best self.
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My clients build their self- confidence with ongoing support, a lot of
encouragement, and positive feedback. They feel confident and motivated
when other people around them start noticing a change in them. Seeing
my clients transforming in to a confident and energized person is the best
reward for me.
Your Action Step – FIND SUPPORT TO GUIDE YOU THROUGH THE
ROADBLOCKS
Find someone like accountability
partner, buddy or coach to serve
as an encouraging positive force in
your life. For some people, this
means hiring a nutrition coach like
me. Many of my clients hire me
because it is my job to keep you
accountable and help you
progress. Your support guide
needs to do this for you.
The main action step is to get someone in place to be that support for you.
This will be the KEY to seeing continued success!

Here is a quick recap of the 6 Keys.
1. What is your life like now? Your key to an enduring happiness.
2. What’s bothering you the most? Overlooking small health issues can lead to a
BIG problem
3. Goal Setting – a key to your success. This one step, choosing a goal … Changes
Everything
4. Taking One Step at a Time, rather than Stepping on all Stones at Once: Small
changes produce BIG results
5. Acquiring New Habits in Life to create the new you: We become what we
repeatedly do
6. Persistence in Habits = Increases self-confidence and gets you to the next level:
Optimism is the Faith that leads to achievement. Nothing can be done without
self-confidence.
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The overall goal of these 6 Keys and this eBook is to show you the road to clear
your health and balanced nutrition roadblocks in your life and end your battle by
following these steps to have a happy and healthy life of your dream.
Trust me, this is achievable to EVERYONE.

If you are struggling with knowing what accurate nutrition information is,
and/or want a complete Nutrition and Health makeover, please contact me
to schedule a complimentary 30 minute “Assess for Your Health
Success” call to discuss your health goals, and the challenges you are
facing.
I will help you create a healthier life profile of your dream and together we
will ensure you achieve your goals.
Yours in Health,

Prajakta Apte, RDN
To schedule a complimentary 30-minute “Assess for Your Health Success” phone call
contact Prajakta at (623) 556-3886 or via email to – info@rightnutritionworks.com
Prajakta sees all her clients in the privacy in her office located at 18789 N. Reems Rd
Suite 260-I Surprise AZ 85374.
You can learn more about Prajakta and get more tips and information on her website –
www.rightnutritionworks.com

I started seeing Prajakta Apte R.D. About 3 months ago. She has
changed my life for the better. She has been guiding me with
nutrition and encouragement with exercise. I am now on the right
path for a lifestyle of healthy eating. And the bonus is losing weight.
Marilyn M
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